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Abstract 
Day by day, energy consumption is increases in huge amount. As we know during summer 
days the electricity requirement is very high. During summer days, all humans requirement is 
fresh cool air. For that purpose they bring Air Conditioner(AC) or ceiling fans but here the 
big problem is that if we are using AC/Fans as room cooler then what ever the energy 
consumed by these equipment is very high. As currently we are having many of hurdles in 
electric supply. And the big fact about these equipment is that they never able to give thermal 
comfort. To overcome from these disadvantages our team is going to introduce the “New 
Concept on Radiant Cooling (RC)” through this paper. In this we are briefly solved the 
chilled water problem by storing and cooling point of view using Earthen pot tank. Why we 
are selected earthen pot tank, what is the science behind this is discussed in this paper. This 
RC system may can applied to houses, homes, IT companies, as well for Educational 
Institutes. But chilled water solution is only for small scale buildings .This paper shows you 
how we can able to apply this system to institutes and Homes in very low cost. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Radiant ceiling cooling is the system used 
to cool the room by the mean of radiant. In 
this, the temperature flow through high 
temperature.
  
 
Figure 1: Heat transfer from hot to cold body. 
 
This continuous transfer of heat from high 
temperature body to low temperature body 
which results to cool the high temperature 
body equal with low temperature body. 
Imagine that cool body is continuously 
cools by using some medium then hot 
body will be get cooled continuously and 
at last the temperature of hot body is equal 
to the cool body considering that there is 
no medium which will accelerate the 
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temperature of hot body or consider that 
heat body will have low temperature 
acceleration medium. Same concept is in 
the radiant ceiling cooling. How this idea 
will applied to our project is briefly 
explained in the working principle of 
radiant ceiling coiling. 
 
Brief Working of RCC 
Radiant cooling is the use of cooled 
surfaces to remove sensible 
heat by radiation and convection. It is 
related to radiant heating. Radiant 
systems that use water to cool the 
radiant surfaces are 
called hydronic systems. Unlike “all-
air” air conditioning systems that 
circulate cooled air only, hydronic 
radiant systems circulate cooled water 
in pipes through specially-mounted 
panels or a building‟s floor or ceiling to 
provide comfortable temperatures.
 
 
- Thermal Radiation 
- Air flow 
-  Cool Air 
Figure 2: Working principle of radiant cooling. 
 
As in radiant cooling system, the thermal 
radiation due to wall, lamp, ceiling, and 
electronic components like laptop is 
absorbed by the chilled water which is 
passing through the pipes like copper/ 
polyethylene tubes embedded in the walls 
or use of the panels on the ceiling and 
walls. Continues flow of chilled water 
result to cool the room temperature at 
desired temperature. In this manner radiant 
cooling system is works. 
 
SCOPE 
Paper is consists two scope  
 Chilled water  
 Radiant cooling system in residential 
buildings like educational institutes, 
houses etc. 
 
Chilled Water Scope 
Our team is highly concentrated to 
minimize the problem regarding chilled 
water. As many study conducted on the 
chilled water solution but all are holds 
good for commercial buildings. Following 
are the some solution which are solved yet. 
And which are non-refrigerant cooling 
sources 
 Cooling towers and related fluid-air 
heat exchangers or coolers  
 Indirect evaporative coolers 
  Roof-spray evaporative cooling  
 Storm water retention ponds  
 Night-sky radiant cooling  
  Ground water 
 Municipal water supply 
 
But considering the many of scenario, it 
had been concluded that these are not well 
suitable for the 1BHK or 2BHK. For that 
purpose our paper is going to concentrate 
to give the new technology/new method to 
the world using natural evaporation 
technology. Also it may happen that our 
research is the initiate of another modern 
technology. 
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Radiant Cooling System for Residential 
Building 
Now, the small scale residential building 
like Homes, Educational institutes like 
buildings require the radiant cooling 
system.  
Why Residential/commercial building 
needs Radiant Cooling System? 
Following are the some main important 
factors which helps to elaborate this 
question.
 
 
Figure 3: Air conditioner thermal comfort. 
 
 Thermal Comfort  
Air conditioner or the ceiling fans 
never able to give the thermal comfort, 
there is the variation in the 
temperature/ thermal discomfort.  
 Energy Consumption  
Considering moderate capacity AC 
which consume the 3200 W/Hr. 
 Cost 
 
AC cost per hour is 22.4 Rupee. 
These three points are enough to tell that 
AC/Fans are not well suitable for the 
residential building. For that purpose we 
are going to introduce the Radiant Cooling 
System in the Residential building and this 
system is helpful to overcome from these 
disadvantages. 
 
COMPONENTS 
To install the radiant cooling system in the 
building we need following components. 
 Copper tubes/polyethylene tubes 
 Copper tube panels 
 Chilled water 
 Ventilation System 
 Motor 
 Non-refrigerant cooling Sources 
 Fixtures  
 Aluminium plate 
 
METHODOLOGY 
Radiation  
It is the transfer of the energy through air 
medium. (Here, the heat energy from roof, 
wall, floor, electronic components is 
transfer to tubes embedded in panel/walls 
through air, this type of transfer of heat 
called radiation). 
 
Convection  
It is the energy transformation through 
water as medium (Energy transfer between 
tube and water). 
 
Conduction  
Conduction in which energy transfer 
occurs through solid medium 
 
TR 
Ton of Refrigeration OR BTU (in 1 ton 
there is 1200 British Thermal Unit). 
 
Humidity 
Humidity is the amount of water vapour 
present in air. Water vapour, the gaseous 
state of water, is generally invisible to the 
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human eye. Humidity indicates the 
likelihood for precipitation, dew, or fog to 
be present. 
 
Explained: Project Work 
 
We are highly focused on the two different 
problems namely:  
 Chilled water solution for residential 
Buildings. 
 The necessity to install the radiant 
cooling system in the residential 
building. 
To solve these two problems we make 
our paper. 
 
Problem 1 Chilled Water Solution for 
Residential Buildings 
Solution: To run an AC there is 
requirement of air. Similar case is here to 
run radiant cooling there is the 
requirement of cool water and as we are 
already discussed in point 2.1) the non-
refrigerant cooling sources. To cool the 
water the listed non-refrigerant cooling 
sources are used to decrease the cost. But 
some of them are not holds good for 
residential building in other words take a 
cooling tower it had high capability to cool 
the water have high amount but if we are 
going to install this cooling tower at 
residential building then the big problem is 
that it needs high amount of water whereas 
residential buildings not need this large 
amount of water. Also the energy is 
wasted for extra capacity. 
 
To solve this chilled water system we are 
going to introduce the new concept 
“Earthen Tank” let to discuss what is 
earthen tank, and science behind this one. 
 
What is the earthen tank/pot? 
They are made of sand and clay and are 
still used in many places, especially 
villages and places with high electricity 
cuts, to store water and cool it and these 
are called „Earthen pot‟. The pictorial view 
of earthen pot is shown below. 
 
Figure 4: Earthen pots. 
 
Here, to store big amount of water we 
made this pot as Tank. Now, the tank is 
little bit seen like this shown in Fig. 5. 
 
 
Figure 5: Modified earthen pot to earthen 
tank. 
 
Science behind Earthen Pot/Tank  
Earthen pot/tank are made by the use of 
mud and clay. During its manufacturing, 
there are the small pores are created and 
these pores are very minute also they are 
numbers of in quantity. Actually, what 
happens here, when we pour the water 
inside the tank/pot, through minute pores 
there is the small amount of water 
shrinkage through pores, in short water 
comes out from tank/pot by capillary 
action. This may lead to outside layer of 
tank/pot wet. As in summer days dry air 
percentage is very high. When the earthen 
tank kept outside where the air circulation 
is good then dry air continuously passing 
from the surface of the tank which forces 
the water on the tank surface to evaporate 
and to evaporate the water droplet needs 
energy (heat) and this energy it will take 
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Figure 6: Science of earthen tank/pot. 
 
The energy from the water which is poured 
inside of tank. This type of cycle 
continuously occurs number of times 
simultaneously. Which results to cool the 
inside water to temperature at about 15 
0
C ~ 
18°C depends upon the humidity percentage. 
Does earthen pot had ability to supply 
the desired temperature of water at 
desired time? 
Yes, obviously, earthen pot had ability to 
supply the desired temperature at desired 
time. Just take look on how.
 
 
Figure 7: Graph shows temperature decrement with respect to time. 
 
Observing the above graph it is to be 
concluded that within 2hr the temperature 
of water reaches to 25°C from 37°C and to 
further decrement it will take a more time 
practically. To decrease the water 
temperature to 15°C the system will take 
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nearly about 6 hrs, but this problem can be 
solved by some techniques which are 
performed actually. 
 
The Experiment Information 
Type of Earthen pot/tank - Spanish Botijo 
Water taken = 3.2litres 
Relative humidity – 42% 
Amount of loss of water ~ 8% of water 
contain. 
 
In summer days, the lowest requirement of 
temperature is normally 20−27°C and here 
is the interesting thing is that our system is 
efficient for this. But, it require some new 
natural techniques to apply. And it is of 
very less cost and found abundantly. So, 
we can able to install this to small scale 
buildings.  
 
The applied technique to earthen tank 
in order to increase the rate of cooling 
Several national and international research 
are held on the „earthen pot as refrigerant 
for vegetable‟ and also they give one 
solution to increase the efficiency of the 
zeer pot. This solution we are completely 
converted into our system in new way. The 
high efficiency of earthen tank can be 
achieved by following method. 
 
 
Figure 8: Practical arrangement in order to increase the cooling rate of earthen tank. 
 
The concept behind this experiment is that 
if there is the continuous flow of dry air 
over the earthen tank under the moderate 
amount of relative humidity, air speed is 
moderate up to 3m/s. This experiment does 
show that as increasing the dry air supply 
over the Earthen tank and Earthen tank is 
surrounded by some small plants which 
helps to small decrease in the outside 
temperature just near to the tank and 
continuous passing of the dry air over of it 
results to cool the water suddenly within 
the short time. This the advantage of this 
experiment. But there is the small amount 
of current is required. 
 
The necessity to install the Radiant 
Cooling System in the residential 
building. 
In the above passage, we have discussed 
the far about the necessity of RC in the 
residential as well as in the commercial 
buildings. This can be concluded by the 
following calculation were made, to show 
that how much power is required for the 
fans used in the Karmayogi Engineering 
college shelve Pandharpur, Karmayogi 
Boys Hostel. 
 
Calculation  
Karmayogi Boys Hostel [1] 
No. Of Rooms                                     -208 
No. of Fans  (x)                                   -208 
Power Required For each Fan (y)   – 80 W 
Total working hour  (z)                    -13 Hr 
Highest considered working month- 5 
month 
 
Electric bill of single fans per month 
        (    )     
Watt/day 
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Converting it into KW/day 
Per day = 1 * 80 * 13 
Per day =1040 watt 
Per day (z) = 1.040 KW/ day 
 
Per day electric cost 
(Z) =1.040 * 5.75 =5.98 rupee 
 
Per month electric cost 
5.98 * day in month= 5.98 *30 
=179.4rupee/month 
 
For 5 month electric bill for single fan  
= 179.4 * 5 
=897 rupee. 
 
For 5 month electric bill of 208 fans 
= 208 * 897 
= 1, 86, 576 rupee 
 
Karmayogi Mechanical Branch 
No of Class                      – 3 
No of Labs/Cabins                – 7 
No of Fans in Each Room          – 5 
No .of Fans in The Cabins/Lab       -1 
Fan Power Rating                 – 80 W 
Total Working Hour of fans – class=4hr; 
lab=2hr   
 
Electric bill of single fans per month 
        (    )    
 
Converting it into KW/day 
Per day = 1 * 80 * 6 
Per day =480 watt 
Per day =0.480 KW/day 
 
Per day electric cost 
= 0.480*5 
=2.4 rupee/day 
Per month electric cost 
2.4* day in month= 2.4*30 
=72 rupee/ month 
 
For 5 month electric bill for single fan  
= 72 *(no. of class* no of fans in each 
room) 
     =72*3*5 
    =1080 rupee per month. 
     =1080*5 
     =5400 rupee/ 5 month. 
 
From these two calculus, we may conclude 
that we are only wasting the money in 
lakhs of rupees. And also there is no 
thermal comfort inside the room, and the 
fan having the many of disadvantages on 
human health. Due to alternative heating 
and cooling human body results to lose the 
energy (heat) required for actual working. 
So we suggest that for cooling purpose use 
only the RC system. 
 
How RC system is able to give benefits 
to consumers 
There are mainly three points which are 
enough to tell that why RC system is better 
than any other cooling system.  
 Thermal comfort. 
 High reduction in energy 
consumption. 
 Operating cost is very less as compare 
with other cooling system. 
 
Thermal comfort the RC system is highly 
efficient to give the thermal comfort in 
equal sense in all over the room. The 
temperature at every side in the room is 
equal. In other words well-being by 
constant balanced temperature. 
 
 
Figure 9: RC thermal comfort. 
 
Reduction in energy consumption 
RC system doesn‟t need the high 
electricity supply because the water 
circulation is made by naturally where the 
tank is kept at high level. Only small 
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power motor is required to force the water 
again inside the tank. So it need very less 
amount of water. 
 
LESS OPERATING COST 
RC system doesn‟t need any electricity to 
supply the water from height to bottom. 
But for cooling purpose less amount of 
energy is required. But in small scale 
buildings we can able to use earthen pot to 
reduce the cooling energy consumption. 
 
INSTALLATION OF 
COPPER/POLYETHYLENE TUBES 
However there are totally three types of 
installation of copper/polyethylene tubes 
as listed below. 
1. Embedded in wall 
2. Separate panels 
3. Ceiling panels 
 
  
                 (1)                     (3) 
  
             (2)                         (1) type 
Figure 10: Types of installation. 
 
These above figures shows the idea about 
how the installation of tube is made. 
 
THE COPPER TUBE 
INSTALLATION AND COST 
 
Figure 11: copper tube. 
This is the copper tube installation going 
too embedded in the wall. 
 
Brief information: consideration 
Room size: 12 *8*9 foot 
Diameter of the tube = 8mm inside dia 
Distance between two consecutive copper 
tube = 0.589 foot 
The portion neglected = 2 foot 
 
The minimum required copper tube 
coiling for standard room 
   12 foot wall = 17 coiling is required (x) 
           =height * x 
           =7*17 =119 foot require  
           =119 * 2 =238 foot  
Note: opposite wall is same 
8 foot wall= 11 coiling is required(y) 
         = height * y 
          =7*11 =77 foot require  
           =77* 2 = 154 foot require 
Note: opposite wall is same 
   Ceiling are = 12 * 8 foot 
             =10*6 foot 
             =17 coiling is required (z) 
           =width * z 
           =6*17 =102 foot require  
           =102 foot require 
Total requirement of copper tube: 
 = 238 + 154 + 102 
= 494 ~500 foot is required 
=150 m 
 
Cost For This Copper Tube: 
The current cost is taken from IndiaMART  
   Price per Kilogram = 550 rupee 
   Length of tube     = 15 meter (piece) 
   Size  of tube      = ¼” to 1” 
   Total cost of Cu tube 
    Required pieces = 150 m / 15 m 
                  =10 pieces 
    10 piece cost = 10* 550rupee 
                = 5500 rupee 
 
CONCLUSION 
We set many of practical and calculus 
along with different concept we had 
following conclusions 
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 Instead of using AC/fans we must use 
RC system in any buildings. 
 Use of earthen tank for chilled water 
for small scale building. 
 The electric bill is rated as the unit 
consumption in that building, as we 
observed in any institute the electric 
power consumption is beyond 200 unit 
for that purpose they have to pay 5.85 
per unit.  
 
If we are using RC system then the electric 
consumption is get lowered below the 200 
unit and institute will pay only 3.25 to 4 
rupee per unit. 
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